Memory impairment, but not cerebrovascular disease, predicts progression of MCI to dementia
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Abstract

Background—Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is widely viewed as the transition phase between normal aging and Alzheimer disease (AD). Given that MCI can also result from cerebrovascular disease (CVD), the authors used clinical, MRI, and cognitive measures of AD and CVD to test the hypothesis that CVD increases the likelihood of progression from MCI to dementia within 3 years.

Objective—To examine the impact of CVD on progression of MCI to dementia.

Methods—Fifty-two consecutive patients with MCI (71% men) including many with symptomatic CVD were longitudinally evaluated for 3.1 ± 1.3 years. MCI was defined as a Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (CDR) score of 0.5. Dementia was defined as progression to a CDR score of ≥1.0.

Results—Forty-four percent of the MCI patients had MRI infarcts, 50% of which were symptomatic. Thirty-three percent of patients progressed to dementia, and 37.8% of these had MRI infarcts. Clinically probable or possible AD was diagnosed in approximately 82% of converters. Of the clinical and MRI measures, only hippocampal volume was associated with increased risk to progression (hazard ratio [HR] = 0.31 [95% CI 0.1 to 0.92], p = 0.03). When neuropsychological measures were included in the analysis, memory (HR = 0.90 [95% CI 0.84 to 0.96], p = 0.002) and executive function (HR = 0.96 [95% CI 0.92 to 1.0], p = 0.045) were associated with increased risk of dementia progression, whereas APOE genotype, cerebrovascular risk factors, clinical stroke, presence or absence of lacunes, and extent of white matter hyperintensities did not predict progression.

Conclusion—Within a heterogenous group of MCI patients, including many with clinically significant CVD, baseline memory and executive performance significantly predicted likelihood to develop dementia.
dementia and often denoted as mild cognitive impairment (MCI), may be a transition phase between the normal aging process and AD.\(^6,7\) This is particularly true for highly select populations with patterns and trajectories of memory loss typical of early AD.\(^5\)

Not all individuals with MCI have memory impairment as the predominant symptom,\(^8\) however, and not all individuals with MCI progress to AD.\(^7,9\) These data raise concerns that MCI is both a clinically and an etiologically heterogeneous grouping.\(^7,10\) Recent evidence suggests that cerebrovascular disease (CVD) may contribute to this heterogeneity.\(^11,12\) CVD is common to the elderly and is known to cause cognitive impairment.\(^13-16\) Although these studies often show strong relationships between CVD and nonmemory cognitive impairment,\(^16\) the likelihood of MCI, as conventionally defined,\(^6\) may also be increased by clinical and MRI evidence of CVD\(^11\) and in association with pathologic evidence of severe cerebral atherosclerosis.\(^17\) Furthermore, considerable evidence has shown that CVD can cause dementia in the absence of AD pathology and also may worsen or accelerate cognitive decline in subjects with AD.\(^18-20\) Given this evidence, it seems reasonable to postulate that the presence of CVD would contribute to incident dementia among individuals with MCI. To test this hypothesis, we examined the impact of demographic, clinical, neuropsychological, and MRI measures of both AD and CVD processes on the incidence and type of dementia within a broadly defined group of individuals with MCI.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

The subject cohort consisted of the first 52 consecutive MCI patients participating in a prospective longitudinal research project examining the role of CVD and AD on cognition (AG 12435, Helena Chui, principal investigator). The design for this project has been previously described,\(^18,21\) but, in brief, all subjects were recruited through one of three memory disorder clinics with expertise in AD and dementia at the University of California at Davis, the University of California at San Francisco, or the University of Southern California. Subjects were systematically selected to have a spectrum of cognitive impairments ranging from normal to demented in the presence of CVD—defined as the presence of one or more lacunar infarcts with or without clinical symptoms—or the absence of CVD. The project recruits and stratifies subjects with a broad spectrum of cognitive abilities for both groups (CVD vs non-CVD), including individuals with normal cognition, MCI, and dementia.

The presence or absence of cognitive impairment was determined on a yearly basis through careful history, physical and neurologic examination, functional assessment, and cognitive performance on a battery of standardized neuropsychological tests including tests of memory, language, visual perception, attention, and concentration. All subjects in this study were re-evaluated at least once. For this analysis, December 2001 served as the end-date for dementia surveillance.

To allow for the possibility that CVD may lead to differing types of cognitive impairment and outcome,\(^8,22\) MCI was determined to be broadly inclusive, as defined by any cognitive impairment sufficient to cause a Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (CDR) score\(^23,24\) of 0.5, including subjects with clinical stroke involving subcortical structures. The CDR was determined according to previously published protocols that included a semistructured interview of both the patient and the informant by individuals certified to administer the CDR. The CDR score was determined independently of neuropsychological information according to published protocol,\(^23,24\)

For this analysis, progression to dementia was based solely on a change in CDR score from 0.5 to 1.0 or higher.
Vascular risk factors

As cerebrovascular risk factors are associated with MCI, we wished to assess the potential impact on progression to dementia. The presence or absence of six cerebrovascular risk factors (stroke, diabetes, hyperlipidemia, TIA, hypertension, and coronary artery disease) was systematically assessed from patient and informant histories as well as review of pertinent medical records as part of each clinical evaluation. To calculate an overall measure of clinical cerebrovascular risk, we created a composite score that was the sum of the factors present ranging from 0 to 6. The composite vascular risk factor score at the baseline visit was used to predict progression from MCI to dementia.

Neuropsychological outcome measures

The ability for baseline measures of cognitive ability to predict progression to dementia was measured for memory and executive function based on a priori assumptions regarding the relative specificity of these two cognitive domains for AD- and CVD-related pathology. Item response theory methods were used to create psychometrically matched measures of memory and executive function scores. Development and validation of these scales are described in detail elsewhere. In brief, item response theory analyses were performed to evaluate basic psychometric properties of items or units of measurement of potential donor scales from the clinical neuropsychological test battery. Items were then selected for the scales used in this study so that the final scales would be matched in reliability across a broad ability range. The memory scale was constructed using trial total scores from the word-list learning task of the Memory Assessment Scales as donor scales and included the sum of short delay free recall, short delay cued recall, trial 3 total recall, and trial 1. The executive function scale was constructed from four tests that included the backwards digit span and backwards visual memory span from the Wechsler Memory Scale–Revised, FAS letter fluency, and the initiation–perseveration subtest of the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale. These measures were converted to standard scores based upon the mean and SD of a group of normal controls without lacunes (n = 200) from the parent study. These memory and executive scales had a mean of 100 and SD of 15 in the sample of controls, so that a score of 85 falls 1 SD below the mean of the normal reference sample. As these measures are psychometrically matched and normally distributed, they provide a distinct advantage in terms of precise characterization of cognitive functioning. For example, a score of 80 on either scale falls at the 9th percentile of the normal reference sample, so consequently, applying this cutoff to both scales yields a clear method for defining different combinations of memory and executive impairment using measures that are equally sensitive to deficits in these domains.

MRI measures

Previously published methods were used to segment MRI brain images into gray matter, white matter, CSF, and white matter hyperintensity (WMH) volumes. Further manual processing was used to quantify cortical gray matter (cGM) and hippocampal (HC) volumes. In addition, the volumes of MRI-defined infarctions were determined within various brain regions including thalamus, putamen, caudate, globus pallidus, and white matter. Small areas of MRI infarction (>2 mm) were defined as lacunes if there was increased signal intensity relative to CSF on proton density images in subcortical gray and white matter. Careful attention was applied to differentiate lacunes from dilated perivascular spaces, particularly below the anterior commissure, within the putamen and at bends in the course of penetrating arterioles. Isointense lesions on pseudo-proton density MRI (as opposed to “true” proton density, which is obtained when extrapolated to echo time = 0) at the level of the anterior commissure or inferior putamen were termed perivascular spaces; outside that region, they were defined as cavitated lacunes if they were >3 mm at maximum width. Lesions that met either of these criteria were considered lacunes for purposes of data analysis.
HC volumes were derived using a semiautomated, computerized method (Surgical Navigator Systems, Boulder, CO). Intrarater reliabilities for these measurements based on intraclass correlation coefficients (n = 10) were 0.93 for percentage of white matter, 0.99 for percentage of WMH, 0.95 for cGM, 0.99 for sulcal CSF, and 0.99 for ventricular CSF.

To account for the effect of head size on regional brain measures, all volumes were normalized to total intracranial volume.

Statistical analyses

The two-sample t-test and the \( \chi^2 \) test were used to compare group differences in baseline characteristics between subjects who converted to dementia and those who did not. The Wilcoxon rank sum test and Fisher exact test were used when the assumptions of these tests failed. The primary outcome of interest was time of conversion to dementia. Cox proportional hazards models were used to study whether the domains of brain imaging or neuropsychological tests were better at measuring the causal chain from MCI to dementia, after adjusting for age, education, and gender. Models were first developed using only the brain imaging variables to establish a link between them and conversion to dementia. Final models included both the imaging variables and the neuropsychological tests to see if the two domains contributed independent information on conversion to dementia or if one domain captured information that was further along in the causal pathway from MCI to dementia. Secondary analyses included other clinical variables to the models to see if the clinical domain added anything further to the models. Assumptions of linearity and proportional hazards were checked through both graphic and analytic techniques. All assumptions were reasonably met.

Kaplan–Meier curves were used to illustrate the differences in progression patterns between predefined groups of subjects based on evidence of AD or CVD. For the MRI variables, individuals were categorized as having “high” WMH volumes if the volume was greater than the 75th percentile of the WMH volume distribution for the normal control population based on results from previously reported research. Conversely, “low” HC volumes were defined as less than the 25th percentile of HC volume distribution for the normal control population of the larger study based on the same prior research. “Low” performance on neuropsychological testing was defined as performance below a standard score of 80 (the 9th percentile) for either memory or executive function. Log-rank tests were used to test for differences in the progression patterns across groups.

All analyses were carried out using SAS and S-plus (Cary, NC), with a \( p \) value of <0.05 considered significant.

Results

Subjects

Clinical, demographic, neuropsychological, and MRI volume description of the full cohort and comparison of MCI converters to nonconverts are summarized in table 1. MCI patients were 72.8 ± 7.8 years of age on average (range 56 to 90 years). The mean educational attainment was 14.8 ± 2.7 years (range 8 to 22 years), and the group was predominately men (71%). The average duration of follow-up was 3.1 ± 1.3 years (range 1 to 6 years), and the prevalence of \( APOE4 \) genotype was 59%. The MCI group included 16 individuals who were taking cholinesterase inhibitors during the time of observation. Of these 16, 15 were taking Aricept and one was taking Cognex. Individuals taking cholinesterase inhibitors had poorer baseline memory and smaller hippocampi and were more likely to convert to dementia (56%) than those who did not take cholinesterase inhibitors (25%). Consistent with the aims of recruiting a cohort
stratified to include CVD, 12 of 52 individuals had clinical stroke and nearly half had MRI evidence of lacunar infarctions. Moreover, only 36% of the subjects were free of any vascular risk factors and 22% had three or more vascular risk factors. The average composite vascular risk score was 1.4 ± 1.5.

At the end of the observation period (December 2001), 39 of 52 subjects were still actively followed. Of the remaining 13, 10 had died, 2 refused further follow-up, and 1 was lost to follow-up. The single individual lost to follow-up was lost after developing a dementia and had no vascular risk factors. Of the two who refused follow-up, one had already developed dementia. Neither had any vascular risk factors. Therefore, the data from only 1 of the 52 subjects were uninformative. Of the 10 who died, 6 died during 2001 after receiving their yearly evaluation at the correct time. One-half of the individuals dying were demented. Of the five nondemented individuals, four had one vascular risk factor and the other had no vascular risk factors. Comparison of vascular risk between those 39 who were still active at the end of the observation period and those whom died, refused, or were lost to follow-up found no differences in the frequency of vascular risk factors ($\chi^2 = 0.2, p = 0.65$).

A total of 17 patients progressed to dementia. Clinical diagnoses at progression to dementia included AD (10/17), mixed AD/vascular dementia (4/17), vascular dementia (2/17), and other (1/17). MCI patients converting to dementia were slightly older, were more likely to be female, and had a higher prevalence of $APOE4$ genotype. Surprisingly, converters were less likely to have vascular risk factors or clinical stroke. None of these differences was significant, however. Educational achievement was similar for both groups.

**MRI variables**

Results of MRI analysis for the full cohort including comparison of MCI converters to nonconverters are also summarized in table 1. Mean cGM volumes were consistent with previously reported values for cognitively impaired but nondemented individuals, whereas WMH volumes were nearly twice normal control values and similar in volume to previously reported individuals with subcortical ischemic vascular dementia. Within the MCI group, 16 (30%) individuals were identified as having “high” WMH volumes. Mean HC volumes (0.30 ± 0.06) were intermediate between normal control (0.34 ± 0.046) and dementia (0.24 ± 0.051) values obtained from recent analysis of 65 normal subjects and 33 dementia patients from within the larger study cohort. Importantly, within the MCI cohort, 36 (69%) were categorized as having “low” HC volumes.

MRI evidence of CVD was common among the MCI cohort. Approximately 44% of the subjects had lacunes on MRI (23/52): 5 (9.6%) with single lacunes, 5 (9.6%) with two lacunes, and 13 (25%) with three or more lacunes. Seventeen subjects (32.7%) had lacunes in strategic locations such as thalamus or caudate. Ten of the 23 cases (43.5%) with lacunes at baseline had a clinical history of stroke attributable to the lacunar infarction seen on MRI. MCI patients without lacunes (11/29 or 37.9%) were more likely to progress to dementia than patients with lacunes (6/23 or 26.1%), although this difference did not reach significance ($\chi^2 = 0.82, p = 0.37$). WMH volumes were also slightly greater in the nonconverters, but this difference was not significant (0.9 ± 1.1 vs 1.1 ± 1.5). HC and cGM volumes, however, were smaller at baseline for converters (0.31 ± 0.05 vs 0.26 ± 0.05; $p = 0.0014$ for HC and 35 ± 3.0 vs 38 ± 2.0; $p = 0.005$ for cGM).

**Neuropsychological variables**

Despite inclusion of subjects with a more broad definition of MCI and a substantial prevalence of CVD by clinical and MRI measures, average memory performance for the entire MCI cohort was 1.5 SD below normal with a mean scaled score on the memory outcome variable of 77.4
± 16.5 (see table 1). Moreover, 63% (33/52) of individuals were categorized as having “low” memory performance and 50% (26/52) were categorized as having “low” executive performance.

Average baseline memory performance of MCI subjects converting to dementia was >2 SD below normal\textsuperscript{26} (62.2 ± 9.5) and significantly lower than nonconverters (84.8 ± 14; \(p < 0.0001\)), whereas executive function performance was not significantly different between converters and nonconverters. In fact, the memory performance of all individuals converting to dementia during the observation period was at least ≥1.33 SD (scaled score of 80) below normal.\textsuperscript{26} Consistent with previously published prospective longitudinal studies of MCI, individuals with isolated memory impairment\textsuperscript{6} converted to dementia at a rate of approximately 12%/year (7/17 or 41% over the average 3.1 years of observation), whereas the group with both poor memory and executive performance\textsuperscript{34} converted to dementia at a higher rate of nearly 20%/year (10/16 or 63% over the average 3.1 years of observation). No individual with isolated executive impairment (10/52) or other cognitive impairment (non-memory, nonexecutive; 9/52) progressed to dementia over the average 3.1 years of observation.

**Associations between clinical, MRI variables, and neuro-psychological performance**

Composite vascular risk factor scores were inversely associated with executive performance \((r = -0.33, p = 0.026)\), whereas there was a trend toward a similar inverse association with WMH volume and executive performance \((r = -0.24, p = 0.086)\). Neither measure was associated with memory performance \((r < 0.10, p > 0.5)\). Lacunar numbers or volumes were unassociated with either memory or executive performance. Conversely, memory performance was positively associated with HC volume \((r = 0.36, p = 0.009)\).

**Multivariate analyses**

Cox proportional hazards models were used to assess which clinical or MRI features were most strongly associated with progression to dementia for this cohort (tables 2 and 3). Initial univariate analyses (hazard ratio [HR] [95% CI], \(p\) value) revealed significant effects for cGM (0.12 [0.02 to 0.67], 0.016), HC (HR 0.26 [0.10 to 0.65], 0.004), and memory score (0.92 [0.89 to 0.95], <0.0001). No significant univariate effects were found for \(APOE\) genotype, clinical stroke, composite vascular risk factor score, lacune number or volume, WMH volume, or executive performance.

Initial multivariate analysis (see table 2) examined the independent association between MRI variables and progression to dementia. HC was the only variable significantly associated with progression to dementia for this model. Inclusion of \(APOE\) genotype did not alter this relationship (data not shown).

The second analysis (see table 3) examined the additional impact of memory and executive performance in association with progression to dementia in conjunction with MRI measures. In the full model, reduced memory and executive performance were significantly associated with progression to dementia in the cohort, whereas the effect of HC was no longer significant. The addition of \(APOE\) geno-type did not alter this relationship (data not shown).

**Kaplan–Meier curves**

Finally, Kaplan–Meier curves were used to assess categorical effects that may be more clinically relevant. Two separate analyses were performed. In the first analysis (figure 1), cognitive scores were categorized as “high” or “low” based on scaled score values of 80 (which corresponds to approximately the 9th percentile or 1.33 SD below the mean). No individual with “high” memory performance converted to dementia over the observation period. Within the “low” memory group, individuals with “high” executive function had a significantly better
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survival than did individuals with the combination of both “low” memory and “low” executive function (log-rank test comparing the four progression curves: p value = 0.005). In the second analysis (figure 2), WMH was categorized as “high” or “low” based on the 75th percentile of normal individuals within the study (16 had “high” WMH), whereas HC was categorized as “high” or “low” based on the 25th percentile of normal individuals within the study (69% had “low” HC volumes). No individual with “low” WMH and “high” HC converted to dementia over the observation period. Individuals with “high” WMH and “high” HC showed a modest rate of progression to dementia within the first year of the observation period, but no further progressions throughout the remainder. The presence of “low” HC was associated with substantially increased rates of progression to dementia independent of WMH category, although the differences in progression patterns did not quite reach significance (log-rank test comparing the four progression curves: p value = 0.07).

Discussion

In this study, we assessed the impact of clinical, neuropsychological, and MRI measures on incident dementia within a heterogeneous group of MCI patients that included 23 individuals with CVD-related brain injury. Many of these individuals also had multiple vascular risk factors consistent with previous epidemiologic studies that report increased risk for MCI in association with CVD. Given that vascular risk factors are known to increase the likelihood of both MCI and expressed dementia, we hypothesized that clinical and MRI estimates of CVD would significantly contribute to incident dementia within this more broadly defined group of MCI individuals. Despite recruiting a more diverse cohort of MCI patients, including those with substantial CVD, however, average memory performance for the group was 77.4 ± 16.5 or approximately 1.5 SD below normal. In addition, the relation between memory performance and yearly rate of progression to dementia was nearly identical to previously reported studies. Finally, multivariate analyses found that neuropsychological testing of memory and executive function best predicted those MCI patients who would convert to dementia over the 3.1-year period of observation. From these results, we conclude that even moderate amounts of CVD (as evidenced by vascular risk factors, subcortical stroke, MRI lacunes, or extensive WMH) do not substantially alter the clinical course of MCI when memory impairment is significantly less than normal. Moreover, neuropsychological measures better predicted conversion to dementia than did a variety of MRI measures. Role of CVD. Whereas considerable epidemiologic evidence suggests that cerebrovascular risk factors are associated with various types of dementia, including AD, only limited prospective information exists regarding the impact of CVD on incident dementia. In one of these studies, qualitative estimates of white matter lucencies (leukoariosis) seen on x-ray CT were associated with increased risk of progression to dementia within a group of 27 MCI patients. The extent of leukoariosis was estimated according to a previously published assessment scale. With use of this scale, approximately one-half of the subjects had leukoariosis on CT. Individuals converting to dementia had leukoariosis scores nearly five times those who did not, and 7 of 8 subjects converting to dementia had leukoariosis on CT as compared with 5 of 19 who did not convert. Linear measures of medial temporal lobe were also significantly associated with progression. The authors conclude that both cerebrovascular and AD processes likely contribute to dementia progression among cognitively impaired individuals. Although it is difficult to compare qualitative estimates of leukoariosis defined by CT to WMH volumes determined from MRI, it is generally believed that white matter abnormalities are more severe when detected by CT. It is possible, therefore, that the group examined in this study included individuals with more severe CVD than did our group, suggesting that a threshold of cerebrovascular brain injury may be necessary to impact on cognition. Although our own data lend some support to this hypothesis, as individuals categorized as having “high” WMH volumes showed an intermediate rate of progression to dementia, the prevalence of clinical stroke, number of MRI lacunes, and number of vascular risk factors were actually lower in
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those who converted to dementia. Moreover, large WMH volumes were relatively uncommon in our group (only 16 MCI patients, of which there were only 4 converters), reducing the power to detect an effect. Finally, these authors made no mention of prevalent cerebrovascular risk factors, clinical stroke, or lacunar infarctions, further limiting comparison to the group reported here.

A second study had both a larger cohort (1,015 participants) and a more consistent 3-year duration of follow-up as compared with our follow-up duration that ranged from 10 months to 6 years. The prevalence of MCI, however, was not determined within their dementia-free cohort. A total of 30 individuals converted to dementia (approximately 1%/year). Prevalent silent lacunar infarction and incident silent lacunar infarctions were both associated with an increased risk to develop dementia or rapid cognitive decline, although this was particularly true for individuals with incident lacunar infarction. Interestingly, memory performance did not decline significantly for individuals with incident lacunar infarctions. Finally, the prevalence of APOE4 genotype was much lower in this group of nondemented elderly as compared with the individuals reported here.

Contrasting the results of these studies examining the impact of MRI measures of CVD on incident dementia with our own data raises interesting questions about the role of CVD on progression from MCI to dementia. Although it is evident that CVD can cause cognitive decline and is more prevalent among individuals with MCI, for this small group of individuals, CVD did not appear to influence progression to dementia when memory impairment was severe. One explanation for our inability to detect such a relationship may have been our use of the CDR as the outcome measure. This scale emphasizes memory-related cognitive impairments common to AD. CVD does not appear to impact significantly on memory performance as shown by our data and data previously reported. Future studies of individuals with more severe CVD using outcome measures less dependent on memory performance may help to reconcile the differences between our own study and those previously published. Selection bias may be another explanation. All subjects were recruited to this study through memory impairment clinics, and average memory performance was significantly reduced compared with normal. Moreover, the prevalence of APOE4 genotype was substantially enriched in this group of subjects, likely reflecting the selection bias of referrals to memory disorder clinics and suggesting a high probability of coincident AD. Therefore, despite our attempts to broaden the sample through inclusion of individuals with substantial vascular disease, use of memory impairment clinics for recruitment may still have resulted in our sample being enriched with individuals having considerable coincident AD. Future studies with either a community-based sample with more typical distributions of APOE4 or a sample enriched for nonmemory impairment (e.g., impaired in executive performance alone) may better serve to examine the impact and time course of CVD on cognitive decline and progression to dementia. A final explanation may be that CVD exerts a more pernicious effect on cognition. For example, CVD may take years to move an individual from normal cognition through MCI and on to dementia. The brief observation period used in this study, therefore, may favor identification of prognostic factors for neurodegenerative diseases such as AD where progression is likely to occur quickly. Future analysis of this cohort after a longer observation period may better elucidate the impact of CVD on dementia incidence.

### Neuropsychological vs MRI measures to predict progression of MCI to dementia

A number of studies have examined clinical and imaging predictors associated with increased risk to convert from MCI to dementia, but we are unaware of any previous study to directly compare neuropsychological performance to MRI measures within the same group of individuals.
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Substantial evidence from quantitative MRI studies suggests that HC atrophy is present before dementia onset and progresses with progression to clinically apparent disease. A large prospective study of MCI patients found a fourfold increase in the percentage of individuals converting to dementia within 5 years when HC size was 2.5 SD below ageand gender-defined norms. Similar findings were noted in a second study, although memory scores were also significant predictors. Another study using qualitative estimates of HC size found similar results.

Similarly, reports of neuropsychological testing among individuals with MCI suggest that the severity of memory impairment strongly predicts progression to dementia, although associated deficits in language or impairments in other cognitive domains may contribute to more rapid progression. It appears, therefore, that the more closely cognitive impairments are to AD, the greater the likelihood an individual will progress to dementia, particularly if the cognitive complaints are accompanied by caregiver reports of impaired daily function. As HC volume is associated with AD pathology and surviving neurons as well as memory impairment, it would be expected that neuropsychological testing and MRI measures should show comparable and highly correlated associations with dementia progression. Although our data do show significant associations between HC measures and memory performance, it is not at all surprising to find that impairments in both memory and executive performance—indicative of individuals closer to the clinical definition of dementia—were better predictors of dementia progression. There are a number of plausible explanations for this finding. For example, our measures of HC may have been less accurate than those of other reported studies. Alternatively, the neuropsychological measures may capture processes not accurately measured by the more discrete MRI measures. For example, memory impairments are known to occur from vascular disease through disruption of frontal cortical systems that would not be accounted for by HC measurement. Moreover, subtle cognitive impairments related to WMH may be captured by executive function measures that could impact additively on likelihood to convert to dementia. Whatever the explanation, it appears the neuropsychological assessment of memory and executive function is a better predictor than MRI measures of progression to dementia within a group of MCI patients with prominent memory impairment.

We therefore conclude that among a small group of broadly defined MCI patients, including individuals with substantial amounts of CVD, the presence of impairments in memory and executive performance best predicted future likelihood of progression to dementia. These results likely reflect the strong effect of the AD process when MCI individuals have substantial memory impairment but may also reflect the clinical utility of neuropsychological measures to more fully describe individuals at risk for progression when AD is the suspected cause for MCI. Moreover, these findings support the notion that the concept of MCI is applicable to the general population where comorbid diseases such as CVD are common. Future studies of a larger cohort of MCI patients with nonmemory impairment and a normal prevalence of the APOE4 genotype may help to clarify the impact of CVD on incident dementia among MCI patients. Until further information is available, however, the presence of moderate WMH, subcortical stroke, or MRI evidence of lacunar infarction does not appear to impact substantially on the course of MCI patients presenting with substantial memory impairment. In addition, this small study does not offer conclusive evidence for quantitative MRI assessment of HC or cGM to identify individuals at high risk for progression to dementia among a group of MCI subjects identified as having substantial memory impairment and a high prevalence of APOE4 genotype.
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Figure 1.
Graphic display of Kaplan-Meier survival curves for four classes of cognition based on memory (Mem) and executive (Exec) performance. See text for details.
Figure 2.
Graphic display of Kaplan-Meier survival curves for four classes of MRI measure based on hippocampal (HC) and white matter hyperintensity (WMH) volumes. See text for details.
Table 1
Baseline comparisons of converters vs nonconverters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Total, n = 52</th>
<th>Converters, n = 17</th>
<th>Nonconverters, n = 35</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>72.8 (7.8)</td>
<td>75.1 (7.9)</td>
<td>71.7 (7.6)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, %</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>14.8 (2.7)</td>
<td>14.5 (2.6)</td>
<td>14.9 (2.8)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOE4, %</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite vascular risk</td>
<td>1.40 (1.50)</td>
<td>0.94 (1.03)</td>
<td>1.67 (1.60)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical stroke, %</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cGM</td>
<td>37 (3)</td>
<td>33 (2)</td>
<td>38 (3)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC*</td>
<td>0.30 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMH*</td>
<td>1.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.9 (1.1)</td>
<td>1.1 (1.5)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI lacunes, %</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacunar volume*</td>
<td>0.04 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>77.4 (16.5)</td>
<td>62.2 (9.5)</td>
<td>84.8 (14.0)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive function</td>
<td>82.7 (17.1)</td>
<td>78.7 (15.5)</td>
<td>84.6 (17.7)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means (SD) or percentages.

cGM = cortical gray matter; HC = hippocampal volume; WMH = white matter hyperintensity volume.

* Expressed as percentage intracranial volume.
### Table 2

Multivariate analysis of demographic and MRI variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.92–1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.78–1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.59–6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cGM</td>
<td>-2.30</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01–1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>-1.18</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.10–0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacunes</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.36–3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMH</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.35–1.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HR = hazard ratio; cGM = cortical gray matter; HC = hippocampal volume; WMH = white matter hyperintensity volume.
### Table 3
Multivariate analysis of demographic, MRI, and neuropsychological variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>HR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cGM</td>
<td>−3.33</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacunes</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMH</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HR = hazard ratio; cGM = cortical gray matter; HC = hippocampal volume; WMH = white matter hyperintensity volume.